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The method for deriving the amplitudes of the principal term of 
nutation from the z-term of latitude and the corresponding term of 
UT (here denoted by w) is well known (Yokoyama, 1977). 

The data of the BIH reductions for the polar motion and UT1 are 
especially well suited for implementation of this method. As cor
rections are made in order to refer the data of each observatory to a 
fixed system of star positions, the amplitudes are not lessened by the 
successive improvements of group corrections. 

A reduction of the 1962-1974 data has already been published (Feissel 
and Guinot, 1976). 

A new reduction was performed on the 1962.00-1976.95 data with some 
improvements concerning the possible systematic errors: the unknowns 
due to erroneous proper motions were added, and the times of the ob
servations and their duration were more precisely modeled. The re
sults of this new discussion are given below. 

N sin e Q 

IAU values (1970) 6V8607 9V2106 
BIH corr. (1962-1976) -0:0149+0:0039 o,:ooo7±o,:oo22 

from z 
BIH corr. (1962-1976) - o , : o 2 i i ± o : o i o 6 -0V0030±0V0059 

from w 
BIH corr. from z and w -0V0155±0 ,. ,0034 +0:0004+0:0018 
BIH values (1962-1976) 6. ,8452±0.'0034 9,.,2110±0'.,0018 
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As only 15 years of data are available, the correlation is rather 
strong between the nutation terms and the variations due to proper 
motions, especially for the nutation in longitude. The uncertainties 
will rapidly decrease during -the next few years. 
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